
The ultimate chilled post mix dispensing tap 
CRAFTtap

Refreshing The Experiencewww.multiplexbeverage.com



Multiplex® ROTOtap is a high-quality premix dispense solution providing a unique precision 
engineered innovative valve. The range consists of ultra hygienic, simple to use taps with  
reduced number of components. Cost effective, hygienic, reliable, stylish dispense solutions.

Multiplex® CRAFTtap 
the ultimate experience in serving chilled

For further details on where to buy, or to request 
a demo please visit www.multiplexbeverage.com

Multiplex® ROTOtap 

Create a premium, chilled drinks experience with the revolutionary 
Multiplex® CRAFTtap. A post mix valve with a streamlined design to 
showcase a soft drinks offering, to meet the growing demand for 
refreshing, non-alcoholic drinks.

This unique, singular tap allows flexibility for a high-end dispensing 
valve to be mounted onto any tower or make a statement by  
displaying a series of taps on a customised tower or wall. 

Made from 100% stainless steel, it offers a durable solution that is 
hygienically designed to ensure it is easily kept clean whether used  
by staff or for self-service.

Drinks are served at a consistent cold temperature every time, 
through cleverly integrated chilled body technology that cools via  
an internal recirculation loop, keeping the tap body extra cold.  
The actual tap remains visibly cold too!

Designed for carbonated soft drinks the precision engineering  
nozzle with a flow range from 1.5 to 3.5 oz/sec and the smooth  
action handle ensures superior in-cup carbonation and reduces 
excessive carbonated soft drink foaming.

Compared to the more traditional plastic dispense gun, CRAFTtap is  
a stylish solution that elevates the soft drinks offering from under the 
bar and provides new merchandising opportunities at point of sale, 
either through signage or customised handles.

The Multiplex® CRAFTtap will give a classic, elegant look to any new 
installation and upgrade an existing one. With an integrated push to 
connect fitting, it is quick and easy to install into existing bar frontages, 
eliminating the need to change any major fabrication.

In addition, for a high-quality premix  
dispense solution, choose


